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Abstract— This paper focuses on the control
techniques employed for Distribution Static
Compensator. Distributed static compensator is a
device used for power quality improvement. Here
we considered voltage source converter based
distributed static compensator. It describes to
control distribution Static Compensator employed
at the distribution end. The phase shift control
and AC bus /DC link voltage schemes have been
incorporated to control DSTATCOM employed at
the distribution end. It describes the salient
features of each strategy, with their merits and
demerits.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In a power distribution networks, reactive power is
the main cause of increasing distribution system
losses and various power quality problems.
Conventionally, static var compensators (SVC) have
been used in conjunction with passive filters at the
distribution level for reactive power compensation
and mitigation of power quality problems [1].Though
SVCs are very effective system controllers used to
provide reactive power compensation at the
transmission level, their limited bandwidth, higher
passive element count that increases size and losses,
and slower response make them inapt for the modern
day distribution requirement. Another compensating
system has been proposed by[2],employing a
combination of SVC and active power filter, which
can compensate three phase loads in a minimum of
two cycles. Thus, a controller which continuously
monitors the load voltages and currents to determine
the right amount of compensation required by the
system and the less response time should be a viable
alternative.
Distribution
static
compensator(DSTATCOM) has the capacity to
overcome the above mentioned drawbacks by
providing precise control and fast response during
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transient and steady state. A DSTATCOM is
basically a converter based distribution flexible AC
transmission controller sharing many similar concepts
with that of a static compensator(STATCOM) used at
the transmission level. At the transmission level,
STACOM handles only fundamental reactive power
and provides voltage support, while a DSTATCOM is
employed at the distribution level or at the load end
for dynamic compensation. The latter, DSTATCOM,
can be one of the viable alternatives to SVC in a
distribution network. Additionally, a DSTATCOM
can also behave as a shunt active filter[3,4], to
eliminate unbalance or distortion in the source current
or the supply voltage, as per the IEEE-519 standard
limits. Since a DSTATCOM is such a multifunctional
device, the main objective of any control algorithm
should me to make it flexible and easy to implement,
in addition to exploiting its multi functionality to the
maximum. Prior to the type of control algorithm
incorporated, the choice of converter configuration is
an important criterion. The two converter
configurations are voltage source converter or current
source converter, in addition to passive storage
element either a capacitor or an inductor respectively.
Normally, voltage source converter are preferred due
to their smaller size, less heat dissipation and less cost
of the capacitor, as compared to an inductor for the
same rating[5-6]. This paper focuses on the
comparative study of the control techniques for
voltage source converter based DSTATCOM, broadly
classified into voltage control DSTATCOM and
current control DSTATCOM.
II. BASIC PRINCIPLE OF DSTATCOM
A DSTATCOM is a controlled reactive
source, which includes a voltage source converter
(VSC) and a DC link capacitor connected in shunt,
capable of generating and/ or absorbing reactive
power. The operating principles of DSTATCOM are
based on the exact equivalence of the conventional
rotating synchronous compensator. The AC terminals
of the VSC are not connected to the point of common
coupling(PCC) through an inductance, which could
be a filter inductance or leakage inductance of the
coupling transformer , as shown in figure1.
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for power factor correction and harmonic mitigation
based on:
1.

Phase shift control

2.

Indirect decoupled current control

3.

Regulation of AC bus and DC link voltage

Figure1: Basic Structure of Dstatcom
The DC side of the converter is connected to
a DC capacitor, which carries the input ripple current
of the converter and is the main reactive storage
element. This capacitor could be charged by a battery
source, or could be precharged by the converter itself.
If the output voltage of the VSC is equal to the AC
terminal voltage, no reactive power is delivered to the
system. If the output voltage is greater than the AC
terminal voltage, the DSTATCOM is in the
capacitive mode of operation and vice versa. The
quantity of the reactive power flow is proportional to
the difference in the two voltages. The voltage
regulation at PCC and power factor correction cannot
be achieved simultaneously. For a DSTATCOM used
for voltage regulation at the PCC, the compensation
should be such that the supply current should lead the
supply voltages; whereas, for power factor correction,
the supply current should be in phase with the supply
voltages. The phase shift control are used to study the
performance of a DSTATCOM for power factor
correction and harmonic mitigation.
III. CONTROL STRATEGIES
The control strategies of a DSTATCOM are
mainly implemented in the following steps:
•

Measurement of system variables and signal
conditioning.

•

Extraction of reference compensating signals.

•

Generation of firing angles for switching devices

Figure2. shows the schematic diagram of
DSTATCOM control. The generation of proper pulse
width modulation (PWM) firing is the most important
part of DSTATCOM control and it has a great impact
on its compensation objectives, transients as well as
steady state performance. Since a DSTATCOM
shares many concepts with that of STATCOM at the
transmission level, a few control techniques have
been directly implemented to a DSTATCOM,
incorporating PWM switching, rather than
fundamental frequency switching(FFS) methods.A
PWM based distribution static compensator offers
faster
response and capability for harmonic
elimination. There are three methods of DSTATCOM

Figure2: Schematic diagram of DSTATCOM
control

IV. PHASE SHIFT CONTROL
The schematic diagram of phase shift control is
shown in figure3. In this method, the compensation is
achieved by the measuring of the rms voltage at the
load point, whereas no reactive power measurements
are required [7,8]. Sinusoidal pulse width modulation
technique is used with constant switching frequency.
The error signal obtained by comparing the measured
system rms voltage and the reference voltage is fed
to the proportional integral(PI) controller, which
generates the angle for deciding the necessary phase
shift between the output voltage of the VSC and the
AC terminal voltage. This angle is summed with the
phase angle of the balanced supply voltages, assumed
to be equally spaced at 120 degrees, to produce the
desired synchronizing signal required to operate the
PWM generator. In this scheme, the DC voltage is
maintained constant, using a separate battery source.
It is observed that the source current and the source
voltage are in phase, correcting the power factor of
the system in case of a linearly varying load; whereas,
complete compensation is not achieved in case of
nonlinear load (source current THD 24.34%) though
this strategy is easy to implement, is robust and can
provide partial reactive power compensation without
harmonic suppression, it has the following
disadvantages
1.

The controller does not use a self supporting
DC bus and thus requires a very large DC
source to pre charge the capacitor.

2.

Balanced source supply as rms voltages
assumed and the supply phase angle are
calculated over the fundamental only.
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3.

No harmonic suppression and partial
compensation is achieved in case of
nonlinear loads

Figure3: Block Diagram of Phase Shift Control
V. REGULATION OF AC BUS AND DC LINK
VOLTAGE
Three phase AC supply voltages and DC link voltage
are sensed and fed to two PI controllers, the outputs
of which decide the amplitude of reactive and active
current to be generated by the DSTATCOM[9].
Figure3 shows the block diagram of AC/DC link
voltage scheme. Multiplication of these amplitudes
with the in phase and quadrature voltage unit vectors
yields the respective component of the reference
currents. When applying the algorithm for power
factor correction and harmonic elimination, the
quadrature component of the reference current is
made zero. These reference currents and the sensed
line currents are fed to a hysteresis controller, which
is used for tracking control. This hysteresis controller,
adds a hysteresis band +/-h around the calculated
reference current.
The switching is obtained as given below:
If isa>(isa_ref+h), , the upper switch of inverter leg
corresponding to phase ‘a’ is ON and the lower
switch is OFF.
If isa<isa-ref+h, the upper switch of inverter leg
corresponding to phase ‘a’ is OFF and the lower
switch is ON.

PARAMETERS

EFFECT ON
PHASE SHIFT
CONTROL

Reactive power compensation
Performance under balanced and
nonlinear loads

Partial
Contains undesired harmoni
cs in case of nonlinear
load
Yes

Applicable for single phase
systems
Harmonic compensation
capability
PWM switching frequency
Self supporting DC bus
Generation of firing pulses

Figure 4: Block diagram using regulation of
AC/DC link voltage scheme
The tracking becomes better if the hysteresis band
is narrower, but the switching frequency is increased,
which results in increased switching losses.
Therefore, the choice of hysteresis band should be a
compromise between tracking error and inverter
losses[10]. This method of tracking current control is
simple and robust and it exhibits an automatic current
limiting characteristic. This compensation scheme is
multi-functional and can also be effectively used for
load unbalancing and harmonic suppression, in
addition to power factor correction and dynamic
voltage regulation. The transient period is very short
and complete reactive power compensation and
power factor correction is achieved in case of both
linear/nonlinear load, the THD of the source current
is 2.01%, well below the IEEE-519 standard for
harmonic suppression.
The advantages of this scheme are:
•

The derivation of switching signals uses a
hysteresis controller, which is robust and simple,
with fast dynamic response and automatic
current limiting capability.

•

The algorithm is flexible and can easily modified
for improved voltage regulation, harmonic
suppression and load balancing.

•

The inherent property to provide self-supporting
DC bus does not requires complex abc_qdo
transformations.

•

The THD in case of nonlinear load is well below
the IEEE 519 standard limits.

Well above 5% (no
harmonicd compensation)
Fixed
No
Sine PWM
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VI. COMPARISION OF PHASE SHIFT
CONTROL AND AC bus/DC LINK VOLTAGE
PARAMETERS

Reactive power compensation
Performance under balanced and
nonlinear loads
Applicable for single phase
systems
Harmonic compensation
capability
PWM switching frequency
Self supporting DC bus
Generation of firing pulses

EFFECT ON
AC/DC LINK
VOLTAGE
Complete
Satisfactory in
case of
linear loads
No
13.21% (above
5% limit )
Fixed
Yes
Sine PWM

VII. CONCLUSION
This paper present the comparative study
between phase shift control and AC bus/DC link
voltage, which is used for the control of
DSTATCOM. The control scheme are described
under linear and non-linear loads. It can be concluded
that though conceptually similar to a STATCOM at
the transmission level, a DSTATCOM’s control
scheme should be such that in addition to complete
reactive power compensation, power factor correction
and voltage regulation of the harmonics are also
checked, in order to achieve improved power quality
levels at the distribution end.
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